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1 Analytical Thinking

As an investor, there is no more immediate feeling of excitement than a stock split

during a bull market or an acquisition that can bid one’s stock up by 20 percent in a

day. Maybe it is something like the feeling a soccer forward gets after completing a kick

into the goal. Even though semi-random events can risk the desired outcome (specif-

ically, actions by the defenders between the goal and the forward), all of the practice

and preparation for the offense is being applied quickly, and the result of success is

appreciated by the fans. In a nutshell, when faced with risks, preparation makes success

more probable.

This book is all about that preparation. Being one step closer to paying for one’s

child’s college education, or replacing one’s employment income as the prospect of

retirement looms, makes us feel more financially secure. Financial analytics involves,

among other analysis, the creation of forecasted scenarios based upon historical data

using simulations. When amateur investors talk about stocks in a qualitative sense – for

example, “Hey, Qualcomm is really rocking lately, bud!” or “Hey, I bought some Intu-

itive Surgical and it’s really on a roll!” – this is the way we naturally interact: informal

advice. We are human and need to feel our way through many situations. But the ques-

tion to ask one’s self quietly is: “Sure, that sounds like a good investment that you are

telling me about, but is there an alternative investment that will do better than that based

on historical evidence?” What would a financial analytics approach tell us from a purely

objective perspective? As we practice financial analytics, like the soccer forward practic-

ing goal kicking, we are trained, informed, and more prepared for unexpected situations.

Along with robust and accurate data, designing models is a key component of the

professional practice of analytics. This book focuses on mastering some of the most

important applied models so that they can be adapted, relied upon, and expanded. Mod-

els are presented using hand-written code in the R language, using historical market

datasets to gain a deeper understanding of the behavior.

Coined from “Big Science,” “Big Data” is a term used to describe datasets that are too

large to fit into common memory and disk hardware and traditional files and relational

databases. Sophisticated algorithms and processing are often required to analyze Big

Data. Analytics are applied to Big Data in order to take advantage of the large sample

sizes. Insights and discovery are simply more realistically possible with large datasets.

This book is intended to foster an individual and classroom software laboratory for

performing financial analytics. It serves as a resource for models, program logic, and

datasets for stocks and other common securities as we tackle Big Data.
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2 Analytical Thinking

1.1 What Is Financial Analytics?

Since the 2008 financial crisis, market practitioners are realizing that reliance on models

which are mathematically pure but fundamentally inaccurate is no longer acceptable. A

more practical approach is needed. The markets where the instruments reside have many

more tail events than most of the market models of the 2000 decade would acknowledge.

These tail events have contributed to the flash crash, tech bubble, and mortgage-based

crisis with more to come. Practitioners are in need of tools for quick discovery and

simulation to complement and calibrate the mathematics.

Meanwhile, the emerging new field of Analytics, also known as Data Science, is pro-

viding computational intelligence to businesses in ways many had never envisioned.

Analytical computer programs are recommending everything from medical diagnoses

to automobile routes to entertainment contents. Analytics is a practical and pragmatic

approach where statistical rules and discrete structures are automated on the datasets

as outcomes are observed in the laboratory and in the business world. Corporations are

able to mine transactional data and predict future consumer buying patterns. Health

professionals can mine health records to help with decision analysis for diagnosing

diseases.

In today’s world, businesses as well as consumers are affected by fluctuations in con-

sumer prices, industrial production, interest rates, and the price of natural gas. These

changes let us know that risk is ever-present. Now that large datasets are widely avail-

able, market practitioners are stepping up their efforts to use algorithms to measure

econometric patterns and examine their expected trends.

Analytics has become the term used for describing the iterative process of proposing

models and finding how well the data fit the models, and how to predict future outcomes

from the models. Financial analytics describes our subject: a domain where contribu-

tions have been made by scholars and industry professionals for decades, and where the

latest technology advancements have made recent discoveries possible. Financial ana-

lytics involves applying classic statistical models and computerized algorithms to the

financial market data and investment portfolios. Analytics applied in this area address

relationships that occur in practice every day in time-critical fashion as investors, specu-

lators, and producers of valued securities and commodities trade across the country and

the globe.

Investment firms like PIMCO and Vanguard have helped investors meet retirement

goals or send their children to college by carefully delivering positive market exposure.

This book will provide the tools for being able to understand better what firms like these

and other financial entities do.

While many business intelligence books have been written to describe what is hap-

pening in Big Data, this book is specifically focused on how to achieve detailed results.

The book is multidisciplinary in its combining of statistics, finance, and computer

science.

Businesses are looking for profitability and financial risk reduction. Optimization is

an important aspect of financial analytics. Any business intelligence approach makes

appropriate use of data to attempt to optimize outcomes.
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1.2 What Is the Laptop Laboratory for Data Science? 3

These are the kinds of issues to be tackled by financial analytical simulations. What

is the optimized return and what is the level of risk assumed? What kinds of financial

metrics can become good random variables and how are they distributed? What datasets

are available to sample these random variables analytically? Which financial metrics are

highly correlated? Which are relatively independent? Can analytical thinking give an

algorithm an edge over a simple holding strategy when generating transactions? These

are questions we explore in this book.

1.2 What Is the Laptop Laboratory for Data Science?

Professional data scientists are not purely statisticians. Yes, applied statistical skills

are important, but they must also possess practical software engineering skills and be

able to build reliable and testable models that run rapidly, repeatably. They must under-

stand data types in order to implement analytical algorithms, so that their employers and

clients will gain a competitive advantage from the robust models they produce. Our aim

here is not to treat one financial instrument at a time, but rather in mass. In essence, clus-

ters and structures of instruments are needed so that comparisons can be made. Investing

is a matter of decision-making, and the more stock candidates, the better the chances of

success.

Regarding the subtitle, “Building a Laptop Laboratory for Data Science,” this book

guides the reader on how to build a software simulation laboratory on which significant-

sized working modules can answer analytics inquiries. Laptops are fast becoming

pervasive. When using the R language, any operating system will do. As evidence of

how inexpensive powerful computing has become, the laptop on which all of the book’s

simulations were run can be found for less than $200. After installing Crouton, a variant

of Ubuntu Linux� found for free online, and RStudio, an analyst can soon be download-

ing datasets and analyzing away with millions of rows from freely available financial

datasets.

Our own laptop computer is called AL, short for Analytics Laboratory. (In some fam-

ilies, cars are given names: Betsy, Handsome, Chester, Venom, and Myles are typical. If

cars can be named, why not name a device that is at one’s side most days?) AL’s hard-

ware and operating system was purchased from a Groupon coupon for the nominal price

of $139. Your version of AL could run on an Apple or Windows PC: any computer that

can run RStudio and hold a large set of flat files and a small portion of a database will

do.

For the flat files, one of the coded modules downloads and caches six million rows

of prices for subsequent analysis. While many books have included code, in this book,

when we include the code, the pieces build upon each other, providing an increasing

level of sophistication as readers follow along with the option to try running the code on

their own computers. The reader can use R on any type of computer operating system for

which R is available, which covers most of them. When running the Analytics Library

on a higher-performance Apple or Windows laptop with a large internal hard drive, one

can literally load the “whole market” and perform queries at will.
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4 Analytical Thinking
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Figure 1.1 An out-of-sample calibration (2014 to 2015) of the S&P benchmark portfolio (green) and two

optimized portfolios of NASDAQ and NYSE stocks (purple and red).

It has been a successful year for AL, the laptop laboratory for data science. On the

data mining side of things, through the analytical programs presented herein, AL was

able to find choice stock candidates for the portfolio optimizer. By using classic mean–

variance optimization, the R program was able to deliver a stock portfolio that beat the

S&P 500 Index return: not in sample in the laboratory, but in the actual stock market.

This was accomplished by putting together a portfolio that had higher volatility than the

S&P 500 Index, but not substantially higher. In fact, when measuring the return over

risk of the portfolio from AL compared to the Index, it was better. This means more

return for the amount of risk we are taking. Figure 1.1 shows the in-sample performance

of two optimized portfolios against this benchmark.

> logRetPortf = diff(log(indexRecentPrices1))

> mean(logRetPortf)/(sd(logRetPortf)*sqrt(252))

[1] 0.006083248

> logRetBench = diff(log(benchPrices/benchPrices[1]))

> mean(logRetBench)/(sd(logRetBench)*sqrt(252))

[1] 0.00497942

You may ask why we think the recommendations of AL were successful. Well, by

making use of R’s functional and vectored expressive notation and packages, AL gives

us an ability to process hundreds or even thousands of possible stocks and select the

best one based upon the most consistent past performance. With R this can be done

more correctly and with less code than with many other platforms.

Those of us who invest often receive emails from investment advisors, web sites and

might pick stocks qualitatively. SeekingAlpha.com is one such web site we can read
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1.3 What Is R and How Can It Be Used in the Professional Analytics World? 5

for information in decision-making. MotleyFool.com is another. These are good sites.

They focus on a particular stock in the articles, and they can be quite entertaining when

reading about why they think that the Google CFO resigned, or why they think a travel

web site company is overvalued. Of course, AL does not need to be entertained; in

fact, AL cannot be entertained, and it therefore does not get distracted with pieces of

qualitative information. Unlike people who brag about certain winning picks they found

by conversing with the right folks, AL is a system and can only look at datasets and

statistics. Using AL with R enforces a rigorously quantitative decision approach which

is worth considering.

1.3 What Is R and How Can It Be Used in the Professional Analytics World?

Since the financial crisis of 2008 there has been a need for professionals in the banking,

insurance, fund management, and corporate treasury sectors who are more knowledge-

able about statistics and data analysis and can discuss and measure the various risk

metrics, especially those involving extreme events. While quantitative finance programs

appeared at various universities in the 1990s, these programs are more mathematical in

nature and students spend more of their time constructing proofs and deriving formulas

and less of their time with datasets from the markets. While deriving the formulas helps

the understanding of the models, on an opportunity cost basis, that time could be used

building an operating data analysis platform.

People can enter the financial analytics profession through a combination of experi-

ence and education. Professionals with an extensive math background can find it easier

to make the transition to the field. Those with a less formal math background, and

those lacking some financial vocabulary, will find this book quite helpful in making

the transition. This book provides the intuition and basic vocabulary as a step toward the

financial, statistical, and algorithmic knowledge needed to resolve the industry prob-

lems and issues. For more experienced readers, the book presents the latest techniques,

leveraging new packages which meld traditional finance metrics with modern data min-

ing and optimization subjects. Professionals who are making the transition to analytics,

professional quantitative finance analysts, and students who want to supplement their

background with financial analytics, would find this book of interest.

This book presents a systematic way of developing analytical programs for finance

in the statistical language R. R has become the language of choice for use in academic

analytics circles because of its sophisticated expressibility for statistical algorithms. It

is open source and freely available via download for all common computer operating

systems. And thousands of previously contributed and available packages eliminate the

need for redeveloping common algorithms from scratch.

Since financial analytics is the application of statistical and economic rules with com-

putational logic in ways that can solve problems, the role of the analytical computer

program is expanding: to tie together models which would previously have been iso-

lated. These computer programs can be constructed more efficiently using specialized

programming languages.
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6 Analytical Thinking

This book presents the reader, both the practitioner and the scholar, with many

solutions in financial analytics. For individual investors and investment firm analysts, as

shown in this book, the results can be obtained by a reference model and a manageable-

sized R program. The book begins with a background in probability and statistics for

markets, basic algorithms in R for finding price vector characteristics, including returns,

split adjustments for quotes, and also comparing performance of securities, measuring

volatility and risk, direction, skew, and market tail weight with examples. Finding opti-

mal portfolios and using unsupervised machine learning techniques using graphs and

clustering algorithms to connect related securities within portfolios are ways to gain

insight. The acceleration of the speed of the financial markets means that quantitative

analysis and financial engineering are no longer exclusively focused on minute details

of a single instrument but on the big picture of thousands of prices and transactions

happening nearly simultaneously. This book presents a new step in this direction.

1.4 Exercises

1.1. Examine Figure 1.1. What is the return of the S&P 500 Index in percent for the

252-day or one-year period, assuming it is adjusted so that it begins the period at

1.0, as in the figure?
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2 The R Language for Statistical
Computing

Like so many innovations in computing, including the Unix operating system and the

C and C++ languages, the R language has its roots at AT&T Bell Laboratories during

the 1970s and 1980s in the S language project (Becker, Chambers, and Wilks, 1988).

People think that the S language would not have been designed in the way it was if it

had been designed by computer scientists (Morandat, Hill, Osvald, and Vitek, 2012).

It was designed by statisticians in order to link together calls to FORTRAN packages,

which were well known and trusted, and it flourished in the newly developed Unix and

C environment. R is an open source variant of S developed at the University of Auckland

by Ross Ihaka and Robert Gentleman, first appearing in 1993 (Ihaka, 1998). The cho-

sen rules for scoping of variables and parameter passing make it hard for interpreter and

compiler writers to make R run fast. In order to remedy this, packages such as Rcpp have

been developed for R, allowing R programs to call pre-compiled C++ programs to opti-

mize sections of the algorithms which are bottlenecks in terms of speed (Eddelbuettel

and Sanderson, 2014). We discuss the Rcpp package toward the end of the book.

Clearly the recent popularity of R, fueled by its open source availability and the need

for statistical and analytical computing tools, shows that the benefits of R far outweigh

the negatives. Overall, R is based upon the vector as a first class item in the language.

R shares this attribute with LISP, Scheme, Python, and Matlab. This and the prevalence

of over 4,000 publicly available packages are two of the many strengths of R. In this

book, we will focus on R packages that revolve around financial analytics.

It is our intention to introduce R at this point for those readers who need or are inter-

ested in a summary. Feel free to skip this chapter if you are experienced in R. For those

who are not, many of the examples are worth trying out in an R environment to get a

feel for the language. By including this section, this book is self-contained and we make

no assumption that the reader arrives at this book having an R background. Covering

this chapter as an introduction to R or as an R refresher will position the reader for the

upcoming analytical programs which will slice and dice market datasets to uncover what

is happening.

2.1 Getting Started with R

One of the great things about R is how easy it is to install. In your browser, head

to the web site for the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN), http://cran.

r-project.org and, whether running an Apple Mac, a Linux system, or a Windows
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8 The R Language for Statistical Computing

PC, the basic R interpreter is available for download. R began as a command line

interface (CLI), but, once downloaded and installed, there is a basic graphical user

interface (GUI) available via the

R --gui=Tk

command on an Apple or Linux operating system, and that will display a GUI window

as shown in Figure 2.1. For Windows, this same R GUI can be launched from an icon.

Figure 2.1 The basic R user interface window and a second pop-up window showing the result of the plot()

command.
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2.1 Getting Started with R 9

Just as a basic test, we can create a vector of prices and plot it with this block of code:

> x = c(1.3,1.2,1.3,NA,1.4,1.5)

> plot(x,ylab="EUR prices")

> is.na(x)

[1] FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE

The c() operator creates a vector of elements. This is the basic vector operator in R. Note

the “not available” (NA) element appearing as the fourth item of the vector. R’s ability to

handle NAs, infinite values (Inf), and not a number (NaN) is one of its many strengths.

Three Boolean-valued functions can be used to interrogate a variable for these respective

values: is.na(), is.infinite(), and is.nan(). In data science, we certainly do encounter these

erroneous values as inputs or results from algorithms.

Back on the subject of R interpreters, a later development is the RStudio GUI avail-

able from the web site www.rstudio.com. RStudio is a commercially developed GUI

allowing management of plot windows, variable contents, and better debugging than the

basic R interpreter. Figure 2.2 shows how the plotting window, variable contents, and

workbench are all integrated into one view. People have spent years being productive in

the basic R interpreter from CRAN, but those who have used interactive development

environments for C++ or Java will find that the syntax highlighting, options for execu-

tion, and multiple source file handling of RStudio are more like what they are used to.

Projects like RStudio and the Oracle Big Data Appliance are evidence of the growing

popularity and commercialization of R (Ora, 2011).

Figure 2.2 RStudio is a second-generation R user interface with integrated code, execution, variable

inspection, and plotting windows, and expression completion.
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10 The R Language for Statistical Computing

A very important initial task in order to use the code from this book with an R lan-

guage tool is to be sure to always have the current directory path defined by setting the

homeuser variable. We reserve this variable to set the base directory where all the code

for the book will reside. If, every time we use R, we set the homeuser variable as follows:

homeuser="<basedir>"

where <basedir> is something such as /home/<myuserid> or c:/Users/<myuserid>,

which is specific to your computer system, then <basedir>/FinAnalytics/<dir> is where

the input and output will occur from the R code. <dir> is typically ChapII for this

chapter or another working directory name and is stored in the R variable dir. The

publisher’s web site for this book, www.cambridge.org/financialanalytics, contains a

downloadable archive file with the code and datasets set up in directories so that FinAn-

alytics/<dir> will be ready once unpacked. The file is called FinAnalytics.zip. Download

it and unpack it to obtain the book code, and remember to define the homeuser each time

you use it.

Any time a library statement is encountered, R will check that the package is avail-

able. If not, it must be downloaded. As an example, to download the ggplot2 package,

use the following command:

update.packages()

install.packages("ggplot2",dependencies=TRUE)

library(ggplot2)

Packages can be dependent upon other packages: hence the “dependencies=TRUE”

setting. This flag is very important in order to avoid chasing down all the dependent

packages and loading them one-by-one. Packages do not always succeed in loading.

The best way to troubleshoot package installation is using your favorite browser and

search engine to locate a helpful page on the World Wide Web by entering the error

message into a good search engine.

2.2 Language Features: Functions, Assignment, Arguments, and Types

For many use cases, R provides a computational statistics platform. Mathematical func-

tions are readily available. The basic log() function provides a natural logarithm. Of

course, executing log() on a vector, x, results in a vector of natural logarithms, y. Unlike

many imperative languages, no looping is required. The last line computes the simple

expression, y, and prints its contents, rounded to three digits. Note how the NA value

was preserved. The computation of log() on NA is NA as expected.

> #Filter prices:

> x[x > 1.3]

[1] NA 1.4 1.5

> #Keeps the NA intact:

> y <- diff(log(x))

> round(y,3)

[1] -0.080 0.080 NA NA 0.069
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